Thermal imaging of a heat transport in regions structured by femtosecond laser
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Abstract: A non-contact determination of thermal diffusivity and spatial distribution of temperature on tens-of-micrometers scale is demonstrated by thermal imaging. Temperature localization and a heat flow have been in situ monitored with ∼10 ms temporal resolution in Kapton polymer films structured by femtosecond laser pulses. The structured regions can localize temperature and create strong thermal gradients of few degrees over tens-of-micrometers (∼0.1 K/μm). This is used to induce an anisotropy in a heat transport. Temperature changes on the order of ∼0.1°C were reliably detected and spatial spreading by diffusion was monitored using Fourier analysis. Application potential, miniaturization prospects, and emissivity changes induced by laser structuring of materials are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Non-contact optical methods are preferred in metrology and characterization of materials due to their versatility and simplicity. Thermal functioning of complex multi-component/layered structures in solar cells, MEMS and lab-on-a-chip applications should be well determined and controlled for new functions, enhanced performance, and monitoring of degradation. Creating and monitoring thermal distributions with a spatial resolution of $1 \sim 10 \mu m$ is required in increasing number of applications [1–5], in particular, shunt regions of Si solar cells [6], evolution of hydrogen and oxygen and catalytic processes on TiO$_2$ surfaces [7]. Moreover, non-contact [6, 8] in situ and fast methods [9] have to be developed since the available contact methods [10–13], though precise and quantitative, cannot always be used, especially, in practical applications.

In the field of high precision three-dimensional (3D) laser fabrication effects of thermal and stress confinement should be better understood and monitored during structure formation. For example in 3D photo-polymerization [1, 3, 14] thermal curing of resins and resists can be used to achieve a 3D structuring by a 3D localized heat source of sub-micrometer dimensions [4,15]. Thermal effects and heat affected zones (HAZ) should be well defined in laser dicing, scribing, and ablation [16] to control morphology and structural defects such as atom/ion interstitials and vacancies [17]. Similarly, thermal protocols and conditions have to be determined for the direct laser writing of waveguides and optical elements [2, 18–23], Marangoni or thermo-capillary flows in laser trapping [24–26], optofluidics [27], and thermoelectrical energy harvesting [28]. In situ monitoring of small, $\sim 1 \sim 10^\circ C$, temperature changes due to cooling or heating with the adequate temporal (defined by the cooling time of a heated spot $< 10$ ms) and spatial (smaller than the thermal diffusion length $< 10 \mu m$) resolutions are highly required for applications where temperature and its gradients are functional.

Here we show how temperature can be localized by patterns made using femtosecond (fs)-laser structuring inside polymer. The patterns of $\sim 20 \sim 50 \mu m$ size can be used to create $\sim 0.1$ K/$\mu m$ temperature gradients. Fs-laser structuring of the host polymer minimizes HAZ and degradation; the induced modifications are mostly of structural (mass density redistribution, void formation, polymer structure changes [29]) character rather than of a chemical nature. Small few percent changes of temperature diffusivity in the fs-structured regions were determined earlier by a miniaturized direct contact measurements [11–13,29]. Here, we demonstrate an application of a non-contact thermal imaging with $\sim 10$ ms temporal, $\sim 10 \mu m$ spatial, and $\sim 0.1 \circ C$ temperature resolution.

2. Experimental

2.1. Thermal imaging

Thermal imaging setup used in this study is shown in Fig. 1. The excitation source was a laser diode (LD) of 0.1 W power emitting at 630 nm wavelength. The optical pickup head was used to deliver light to inside/onto the sample by a PMMA lens of $D = 4$ mm diameter and f-number $f/# = 1.0$. The corresponding aperture was $NA = \frac{1}{2f/#} = 0.5$ and the focal spot size on the sample is estimated to be $d = 1.22 \lambda / NA \approx 1.5 \mu m$. This is the size of a heat source in our experiments. Axial position of the heat source in the polymer film was optimized for maximum temperature increase on the surface under a IR-camera imaging.

A high-speed IR camera Phoenix (Indigo) and FLIR SC6000 having an indium-antimony (InSb) sensor array of $320 \times 256$ pixels and $640 \times 512$ pixels, respectively, with an optimum wavelength of operation between 3 and 5 $\mu m$, were used for taking a micro-scale thermography. The originally designed SiGe microscopic lens had a magnification of 7.5$^\circ$ and 8.3$^\circ$, respectively, with spatial resolution of $4.1 \times 4.1 \mu m$ and $4.3 \times 4.3 \mu m$ as calculated according to
the NA of the used optics. The actual spatial resolution was tested with a standard USAF 1951 micro-scale. The image frame rate was selected between 60 and 120 frames/s. The photon count of the emitted intensity was detected with a 16 bit sensitivity.

Time differential images are calculated by standard procedure as $I'(t) = \frac{\partial I}{\partial t} = \lim_{\Delta t \to 0} \frac{I(t) - I(t - \Delta t)}{\Delta t}$, where $I(t)$ is the intensity at time moment $t$, $\Delta t$ is time interval between the captured images. The Laplacian matrix was used in order to obtain the time differential image by selecting an optimum matrix size.

Digital Fourier transform (FT) was applied to obtain amplitude and phase of the thermal wave. The phase delay is calculated at each pixel with a locked reference of the modulated heat source. The calculated FT at each pixel $G(x, y) = A(x, y)e^{i\phi(x, y)}$ is further analyzed in terms of the amplitude $A(x, y)$ and phase, $\phi(x, y)$ maps.

Measurement of the absolute temperature increase, $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$, (the amplitude) at the LD irradiation spot was carried out on a non-structured Kapton using a calibrated thermocouple. In all our experiments temperature jump was not exceeding $3^\circ C$ at the center of illumination. The $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ values at the fs-laser structured regions had comparable values, but were not calibrated since the emissivity of those regions depends on conditions of laser structuring (see discussion in the Sec. 3).

### 2.2. Laser-structured patterns

Patterns of void-structures were recorded inside the bulk of polymer films by direct laser writing using tightly focused fs-laser pulses. We used Kapton H (polyimide derived from pyromellitic dianhydride and 4,4’-oxydianiline (PMDA-ODA); Du Pont-Toray, Co., Ltd.) films of 75 $\mu$m thickness for fs-laser structuring under tighter ($NA = 1.42$) and less tight ($NA = 0.5$) focusing.

In the case of $NA = 1.42$, irradiated spots were placed in-plane (laterally) with separation of at least $dx, dy = 2 - 6 \mu m$ ($dx, dy$ is larger than the focal spot) in order to create voxels (volume elements) with central voids strictly at the one-per-pulse mode. The dimensions of the regions were filled with an opal-like arrangement of the void-structures and were $85_x - 85_y - 40_z \mu m^3$ at pulse energy of 160 nJ ($region A$; the total number of pulses was $N = 3 \times 10^4$) and $75_x - 75_y - 40_z \mu m^3$ with pulse energy of 200 nJ ($region B$; $N = 2.3 \times 10^4$). The energy is given at the entrance of the objective lens (the transmission of the objective lens was $\sim 0.4$).

In order to monitor a heat transport inside larger laser structured regions grating-like patterns
Fig. 2. (a-c) Thermal imaging of a heat wave in a 50-μm-thick Kapton film launched from the laser structured area shown in the inset polariscopy image; the inset color scale bar shows relative birefringence in a 1 – 247 range. Amplitude (b) and phase (c) distributions. The cross-hair markers show centers of the 50-μm-diameter laser structured regions; the left-side region was illuminated by the LD to create heat wave and was modulated at 0.21 Hz frequency. The temperature amplitude was ΔTmax ≃ 2°C in unstructured Kapton (point Heating in (d)). (d-f) Same as (a-c) only with heating source placed outside the structured regions; modulation at 0.43 Hz. Regions A, B (in (a)) have been filled with opal-like arrangement of void-structures at 200 and 160 nJ per pulse, respectively (see, inset in (a)).

Online video is available for (a) Media 1 and (d) Media 2.

were fabricated with period of 20 μm over area 760 × 760 μm², where central part of 120 × 140 μm² dimensions was left clear. Fabrication was performed using 800 nm wavelength 150 fs duration laser pulses focused by a NA = 0.5 objective. Three layers were stacked inside a 75-μm-thick Kapton film and placed at 20 μm inside from the top and bottom surfaces, the one above the other with a 15 μm vertical separation. Pulse energy was 280 nJ (at focus) and adjacent pulses were overlapping by approximately 95% of the focal spot diameter at the 100 μm/s scanning speed. These conditions of laser structuring are different from the used in the case of tight focusing where irradiation spots were separated. At the lower NA, the pulse power was ∼ 1.9 MW/pulse indicating a presence of self-focusing. Structural modifications are dominated by melting and its fast quenching rather than void formation.

A spatial extent of temperature changes is determined by the temperature diffusivity of Kapton χ = (1.07 ± 0.02) × 10^{-7} m²s⁻¹ [11] and the LD’s modulation frequency which was f = 0.155 – 0.91 Hz. Hence, the diffusion length LD = χ × f/π ≃ 500 – 200 μm in the thickness direction of the film; the diffusion coefficient along the surface plane is approximately twice larger as discussed in Sec. 3. The higher the repetition rate the smaller diffusion length and temperature modulation. At the used frequency, 1/f is much longer than the cooling time of the focal spot t_c = d²/χ = 90 μs; hence, no thermal accumulation occurred. The LD and t_c are defining the adequate spatial and temporal resolutions of the experiments.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Closely-packed laser structured regions

For monitoring the transients of temperature distribution a heating point was located on the laser-structured region (Fig. 2(a-c)) or near it (Fig. 2(d-f)). The laser-structured region of 50-μm-diameter in Kapton is irradiated by a focused illumination of LD and creates a micrometer-sized heat source (a); see the online supplement video sequence. A spreading thermal wave was imaged and analyzed by FT with the amplitude and phase contour images shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c) panels, respectively. The entire laser structured region becomes the source of thermal wave whose spatial and temporal propagation beyond that region shows stronger localization and modulation amplitude as compared with the case where heating is adjacent to the laser structured areas (d-f). Temperature diffusivity is also affected by fs-laser structuring as can be seen by phase distribution contours (Fig. 2).

The FT amplitude is proportional to the emissivity $\varepsilon$ of material and absolute temperature, $T$, according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law of a grey body emission: $j = \varepsilon \sigma T^4$, where $j$ is the emissive power, $\sigma$ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The FT phase is linked to the temperature diffusivity $\chi$ and represents phase delay of the propagating heat wave.

Figure 3 shows the retrieved FT amplitude and phase profiles along the cross sections through the heat source and fs-laser structured areas for the data shown in Fig. 2. Change of the slope, $\gamma$, in the phase plot represents change of a temperature diffusivity, $\chi$. The phase $\Delta \theta(x) = \sqrt{\omega^2 x + \text{Const}}$, where $x$ is propagation coordinate and $\omega$ is the driving cyclic frequency of the heat source [30]. Decrease of the slope $\gamma \propto \sqrt{\omega^2}$ signifies an increase of the $\chi$ value and vice versa. The laser structured regions showed larger thermal diffusivity (smaller slope, $\gamma_m$ in Fig. 3) and confirmed our earlier observations by direct contact measurements. The increase of thermal diffusivity is consistent with void formation with air presence inside the film [11, 12].

The absolute temperature increase $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ at the fs-laser structured regions cannot be directly determined since the emissivity $\varepsilon$ of Kapton is dependent on conditions of laser fabrication. In the unstructured regions the maximum temperature increase at the same conditions were $\sim 3^\circ C$. For the sake of estimation, let us assume that emissivity of fs-laser modified and unmodified regions is the same, $\varepsilon_m \simeq \varepsilon_n$, then the FT amplitude difference (see Fig. 3) of approximately 5 times would indicate the difference in $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ on the order of $\sqrt{5} \simeq 1.5$ times, i.e., $\Delta T_{\text{max,m}} = 1.5 \Delta T_{\text{max,n}} \simeq 4.5^\circ C$. This provides the upper bound of the expected temperature jump. Since the emissivity of laser structured regions has been slightly increased, as can be judged from a brighter appearance of the laser structured regions (see, the online material), the
actual temperature increase was smaller.

The difference between the slopes, \( \gamma \), in laser modified and unirradiated regions was \( \frac{\gamma_m - \gamma_n}{\gamma_n} \approx 40\% \), here the experimentally determined values from the phase shift slope are \( \chi_m = (5.4 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-7} \text{m}^2/\text{s} \) and \( \chi_n = (3.9 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-7} \text{m}^2/\text{s} \). The thermal diffusivity in the lateral direction is consistent with typically larger values as compared with those obtained by the direct contact measurements in the through-the-film direction [11, 12]. For example, the lateral diffusion coefficient of a 125-\( \mu \text{m} \)-thick Kapton was \( \sim 3.8 \times 10^{-7} \text{m}^2/\text{s} \) and was by 36% smaller than in air as measured in a separate experiment. It can be partially explained by anisotropic thermal properties of polymer sheets made by extrusion [31]. In addition, a surface heat transport mediated by air, which has a much larger temperature diffusivity, \( \chi_{\text{air}} = 2.1 \times 10^{-5} \text{m}^2/\text{s} \) [11], than the polymer can cause larger \(\chi\) values determined by the IR monitoring. It is noteworthy that the temperature diffusivity measured by the non-contact IR imaging reflects the actual performance of the pattern in air, as it would be in some of applications. Hence, IR-imaging is a very appropriate technique and provides an effective \(\chi\) value influenced by the air ambient.

Figures 2(a) and 3(a) show that laser structured regions localize temperature. The phase plots also show that temperature dissipation is affected by fs-structured regions. This provides a possibility to redirect heat flow on the surface on the scale of tens-of-micrometers. This is prospective in MEMS applications where the temperature should be controlled and localized to perform, e.g., a hydrogen valve function using bimorphs [32, 33]. In microscopy of living cells, thermal gradients of several degrees can be utilized to induce photo-phoretic forces, affect membranes, and laser trapping [25].
3.2. **Towards to directional heat flow in laser-structured regions**

To explore a wave character of the heat transport we used a grating-like structures with three fs-laser fabricated layers fabricated with large, 20 μm period (see, Fig. 4(a)). This pattern has induced an anisotropy in a heat flow. The FT analysis reveals a spatial control over the temperature and emissivity (amplitude) and heat propagation (phase) through out the laser fabricated micro-grating; it is noteworthy that emissivity changes might be slightly different as compared to the samples made at tight focusing (Fig. 2). Figure 4(c,e) represents the same data shown in panels (b,d) only in a contour plot fashion for the clearer presentation of the phase and amplitude maps. The central unstructured region caused a phase front planarization (c). The difference in temperature or/and emissivity in the laser structured vs. unstructured regions is obvious as a distortion and horizontal elongation of the contours shown in (e).

The same features observed in the case of small micro-structured volumes (Fig. 2) are collaborated on the sub-mm scale, namely, the fs-modified regions have different emissivity and ability to localize temperature changes. The diffusive heat transport can be controlled in terms of directionality using anisotropy of thermal properties preconditioned by fs-laser structuring similarly to the optical anisotropy induced by the form birefringence.

When heating spot was scanned over the grating region, a complex heat transport peculiarities were revealed by the FT analysis (Fig. 5) and can be rationalized by frequency beatings at the fundamental $\omega$ and $2\omega$ frequencies existing in the signal driving the LD illumination. At the $2\omega$ frequency, there was a stationary pattern of the amplitude and phase established, which corresponds to the temperature spreading over the laser structured region. The maximum of amplitude at $2\omega$ was shifted from the actual irradiation point and can be explained by temperature diffusion and localization in the laser modified regions. The phase map, which is linked to the temperature diffusivity, shows that the maximum of the temperature was not localized at the irradiation spot and is consistent with anisotropy and localization in temperature propagation. It is noticeable that the spot of an augmented temperature/emissivity (Fig. 5) is elongated along the laser structured fringes of grating-structure and coincides with direction of the sample scan. Further experiments will be carried out to reveal details of heat propagation and its directionality control. Current observations confirm that a heat diffusion can be controlled by fs-laser structured regions.

A closeup analysis of the contour cross-sections of the phase in the central open window
(Fig. 4(e)) also collaborates a wave character of the heat transport. By creating locations where heat is localized, the heat transport can be controlled on a micro-scale. The observed increase of the FT amplitude is apparent and is caused by the emissivity change of laser structured polymer. The FT amplitude shows a boundary effect similar to optical Snells’ law when heat diffuses through out the regions of different emissivity (laser structured and unstructured, Fig. 4). Anisotropy induced by fs-laser pulses can be used to control a diffusive heat transport on the scale comparable with the living cell size, ~ 10 μm, at a video rate or faster, and small relative ~ 0.1°C changes can be detected and in situ monitored.

4. Conclusions

Fs-laser structuring can be used to control heat transport on a micro-scale, at a video rate, and with high thermal sensitivity. Simultaneous spatial and temporal monitoring of temperature diffusivity is demonstrated using non-contact thermal imaging with sensitivity of ~ 0.1°C. Small changes of thermal properties of fs-laser structured Kapton are reliably measured in a non-contact mode for the first time with high spatial, ~ 10 μm, and temporal, ~ 10 ms, resolution.

It is revealed that fs-laser structured regions can be, in principle, used to create required patterns of temperature distribution and define its diffusion via engineering of thermal anisotropy similarly to the form birefringence in optics. One can envisage micro-structures which would have a diode-type functionality for the heat flow as already debated in literature [34]. Thermo-electrical conversion and energy harvesting [28] is another field where thermal conductivity can be controlled by defects introduced by fs-laser pulses as we demonstrated in lithium niobate where spatial charge distribution (and the corresponding refractive index modulation) where controlled on a micrometer scale by a laser direct write-erase cycling [35, 36].
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